Drawn to an Edge
Drawn to lines on adolescent hands
Every shadow is to him so unfinished
Like the golden lining of intent
Tarnished, never living up to its promise

Sharpened skyline
Always caught his eye
From a distance
A rotting city shined
Drawn to an edge – it must be perfect,
This opus, this vision of God
Remain devoid of humanity
He is a knife, a ruthless channel;
Carves purity into his work
As he chisels into massive stone
A sprawling city that no one will inhabit
He’s drawn to carmine lines on older hands,
Pleased to see he’s trading life-blood for endless,
Cold immortality – in the stone
God – of the flawless world he creates

Years gone like days
Dawn of his design
Hard lines converge
Soul-less though divine

Hegira
(Before the sculptor found the stone…) he lives here
Among enlightened society encased in glass
See the crowd: in his mind civility rips away
So far from struggles to survive, he knows
There’s still a cruel beast inside
Growing much stronger while we close our eyes
In denial
So he strives against the mob:
“What is left of a man?”
In glorified factories where they feel so creative
He witnesses ego masquerading as art
Idiots writhing to a meaningless broadcast,
Paintings and sculptures with no dream, no care

“How can we survive when our art has no virtue?”
In gentrified sectors where the mood is pretentious
They speak of our sins while excusing the world
Too self-absorbed to hear a modern-day Gibbon:
“Inherited greatness causes fall of the West”

In deep despair
He finds the stone
He will remove himself from the decay
Perfect a monument to all that a city could be

Drawn to an edge – to make this perfect

Hoc opus, hic labor est
With conviction of what this reflects
He is a fire, a purging savior;
Carves purity into his world
Every building, every city street
Drawn to an edge – this will be perfect
A universe fashioned from stone
All the chaos has been stripped away
He will return a haggard master
And carve purity into this world
With his opus of obsidian

Miles around, lustrous black, far away from that town
On this warm, gentle hill a vision’s born; a journey’s begun
As he strikes the stone

Render Chaos

A Prism Divine

“Hatred and enmity drain our lives’ energy,”
He says as his city takes form
“Love only abstract mind or it will leave you blind,”
As smaller scraps fall to the ground

Head in hands, motionless
Soft wind blows off what’s left of his
Smoldering. Then a warm
Humming – is it inside him?

“Fear has an awful cost – all of those chances lost,”
He whispers, caressing the stone
“Always restrain desire: its chaos will never tire,”
He shouts with an arrogant tone

Now on his feet he is drawn by the sound down to a lightly
worn path

Taking a rasp to stone, he abrades away
That universal layer meant to obscure
As they live in calm denial just above
One polished boulevard, a pristine tower
And one less civil mask to hide behind
Some may miss what he’d remove, but he has to try
No one has yet laid eyes upon his work
They just ignore the man, and still the stone
When it’s done he’ll show them all – and free their crippled
minds
By Any Means
Now he has come to the sanding, making every surface refined
Not the smallest crack – only angles and mirrors divine
Pouring over all of the details, all those lonely years of his life
Now a frenzied state as the end is in sight
Looking for the things that are not there, had he always been
completely precise?
With a cautious gaze he steps back to see from every side
Soaring on the wings of completion, as his mind starts burning
with zeal
But as sunlight changes it begins to reveal
Flaws in the stone – under the glowing, perfect veneer
Scratches and scars – every direction, every location
Falls to his knees, “Living is chaos, chaos persists”
Never to be. A master of nothing, a failure to purify

Rendered down
Holding fast
Winged sphere
Caged world soul

Humming gives way to a ring as he nears this gentle waterfall.
Then:
Wading the shallows, a woman in a gown of crystal red
She’s spellbound
Her hands hold light
And bend it to her will
A wave, a flood
Combined, dispersed
This sight has just begun…
He had been hiding, but now she can see him, enthralled.
Shares her gift:
Their hands hold light
Azure and emerald
He feels a hope
A thread of a world unseen

Whited Sepulchre

Bone-white shrine on a barren hill
Grim, severe, blinding in the sun
“I must know you, see past your façade”
He feels the limestone; an archway overhead

Citrinitas
Water, wind erode a stone
An Earthen cup is formed
In a void – no spring, no air,
Just propitious glow

Now he’s beneath the dome he had seen from afar – this should
be a home, but it’s Void
Three connecting rooms, ashen, bare, never used, with one word
engraved It’s closer to a tomb

Two great trees
Choke one another
But to grow toward the light
Learn to intertwine

Eyes meeting with the Architect’s as he enters the dome
Shades seem to bleed from the walls at the call of their master
“Pride,” “Vanity” and “Ambition” are the names of the slaves
“Break,” so commands the Architect as they envelop the Sculptor

Virgin pages in ancient tome
Fill before his eyes
Resplendent tower raised by hands
Strong through weight of time

Pierced by ethereal claws
Scorched as they scour inside
Found their three counterparts
Surge of pain, they all erupt

And in that glorious light
-the gift of knowledgeThis cup is filled with the elixir of life

Withstand…
Reject…
The Sculptor rises, turns to him to say:
“I’m not like you; I’ve left those wraiths behind”
Leaving the Architect in his vain monument where he had
“truth” engraved, the Sculptor turns
Watching fractures form and the ground fall away, swallowing
this tomb
The destiny of men
Who worship their reflection

Purged from the Shrine
Revealed through the Prism
He knows the placid burn of his own soul

The sculptor wakes from this dream,
This granted vision
With gray in his beard and purpose renewed

He will return to the stone,
Heal the division
Between sun and moon, realize this Great Work

The Annealing

Black, obstinate stone
Cold though in warmth of the day
Fearlessly he approaches
Gleaming facets, flawless edge
Swirling chaos just inside

Void drawing him in
Still he will not look away
From the abyss, this doorway
White-hot dread inside his heart
Waxing to a stifled scream

Then a glimmer in the stone – not a mirror but a Prism

Staring into darkness – what’s staring back?
A woman with a chalice and veil cov’ring her face
“Bring forth what’s within me, emerge from your veil”
Thus she does obey him, and reveals she shines like the sun

Death, divide
Purge, absolve
Rise, unite
Silver to gold

Laying hands, he adds his fire to the stone
Starts a transformation, slowly moving outward
Ruby incandescence conquers the black
Towers, streets and bridges, empty once, now coming alive
Bound with the light
The Prism’s gift
Burning his hands

Zephyr

Once a child in the wilderness, then a man strangled by a city
Gentle wind blows the mist away, uncovering the Opus

Standing far beneath the Sun and Moon
Open arms, he is a man reborn
Eyes adjusting to the radiance
Into focus, realization of his soul

Brought into this world
All the sacrifice
Here it stands
Nobler than a monument
And vast against the sky
Both artist and his work
“Go, I, into the fire again
I throw myself into the masses again
To manifest the truth:
That all things be ruled by the light.”

Aurum Nostrum

“Behold this miracle!
Stare into my metropolis
Find your selves”
The city comes alive
For each person that looks inside
Eidolons, watch:
In a luxurious ballroom, captivating the crowd
Making every perfect gesture, honey from his mouth
Here is the man in the mask, the porcelain ideal
He lives in all of us; a civilizing shield
With a mysterious woman, spinning unrestrained
Inversely bearing all, the dance of the inner flame
In every ward a different scene
For everyone it changes
The artist dares to look himself
And sees what others see
Wondering, wide eyes, drinking all phenomena
Eager child on a high-rise, wind teasing his hair
But in the alley notice the shadow
Following, avoiding street lights, staying barely out of sight
Sustaining and cursing the child
Remaining beautiful and thriving, deeply flawed
A darkened corner, a rogue beckons
Crooked smile, opalescent eyes
“Let me be your guide”
Through gutters, tenements, rage abuse
Mankind’s underside
Abandoned dead end… a passage revealed:
Great hall with tapestries
Honoring all the sculptor’s deeds
Timeless now
Enthroned on the dais, weight of time in his bones
Unified through his labor, projected onto the stone
All things seen and unseen, paradox is the whole
“Our gold is not common – ours is of the soul”
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